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The contribution will be provided by Fialkova’s PhD research project Architecture of democracy at the Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague. The article will contain a presentation of the 100-year effort (since the establishment of Czechoslovakia in 1918 until today 2018) to build a new Parliament building that has never been fully fulfilled. In 1918, after the demise of Austria-Hungary monarchy, a big energy was created to describe contours of the new republic Czechoslovakia, to create the tangible identity of the new state. There were intended architectural proposals (the nationwide competitions took place in 1928 and 1947- both without realizations).

After the second world war in 1948 was power taken by Communist party, which, during the time of the Czechoslovak Federation, managed to build a building of the Federal Assembly. Today, the public understand this building as “a stigma” of the past
regime. I will examine building of Federal Assembly closer (cparation before and after 1989) to show parallels between political, social and media construct, architectural and urban planning in Prague.

The topic is still publicly alive till nowadays. The conclusion will consist current projects addressing the future of Czech Parliament and possible hypotheses. Even today, 30 years after the collapse of Communism, we are looking for where in the city's structure it is possible to characterize the elements of democratic representation, where to formulate the political opinion in the architectural language. Public opinion shows declining confidence in public institutions. Can the Democracy Crisis be the impetus for the status of the Parliament of the Czech Republic in the 21st century and the redefinition of the essence of the architecture of the typology of the Parliament? What intangible heritage has been created over the hundred years? How does the political representation reflect in urban structure of Prague?
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